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A new approa h for the explanation of the anomalous in rease of the on entration u tuations in
dilute water{al ohol solutions is developed. This phenomenon is assumed to be onne ted with the
pe uliarities of lusrerization e e ts in a system approa hing the pseudospinodal | the instability
line for a system ontaining only the elementary lusters. It was proposed that the pseudospinodal
separates the states of solution with di erent luster stru ture. The pseudospinodal position is
estimated. The behaviour of integral intensity of the mole ular light s attering is des ribed. To
spe ify the ne details, experimental investigation of the mole ular light s attering in water{gly erol
solution was performed. The pe uliarities of equilibrium and metastable rystallizations in this
solution are onsidered.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There exists the vast literature on mole ular light s attering in water{al ohol solutions (see [1,2℄). It was shown
that at molar on entrations xn  (0:2  0:5) the maximumof the integral intensity Iq is observed (the `normal'
peak). In parti ular, for water{tert-butyl solution the integral intensity Iq at x = 0:15 in reases by about ve
times. Su h a behaviour of Iq demonstrates the tenden y
to demixing. In the most evident form this tenden y is
hara teristi for a water{ -pi oline solution and those
similar to it. In some temperature interval these solutions
demixe. To su h ases the losed-loop diagrams with the
upper and lower riti al points orrespond [3,4℄.
In this situation it was very surprising to observe in
water{al ohol solutions the additional narrow peak of the
integral intensity at xa  0:05 (see referen es in [1,5{7℄).
So, for above mentioned water{tert-butyl solution the
very lear maximum is observed near xa  0:03, where
Iq in reases approximately by a fa tor of 10 and be omes
higher than the maximum of integral intensity observed
at xa  0:15. Besides, the half-width of the additional
peak is essentially less in omparison with that of `normal' peak. Here it is worthy to note two hara teristi
features of additional peak for di erent diluted water{
al ohol solutions: 1) it is observed at lose on entrations (x = (0:03  0:06)), though the sizes and on gurations of admixture mole ules are essentially di erent;
2) its height in reases monotonously when temperature
de reases. These fa ts testify about di erent nature of
the additional and `normal' peaks. This on lusion is also
supported by di erent dependen ies of peaks parameters
on the ratio of normal and heavy omponents of water
[1℄. It means that the thermodynami notions used for
the explanation of nature of the `normal' peak are not
appropriate to interpret the appearan e of the additional
one.

A more areful analysis of the additional maximum of
the integral intensity showed that the observed pi ture
is very sensitive to the method used for the preparation of solution. So, in [6℄ the anomalous in rease of Iq
was observed only after va uum distillation of the solution. A similar anomaly in it was
observed in [1℄ after
preliminary heating on (50  70)ÆC. In [8℄ the additional
sharp peak of the integral intensity was observed, when a
water{gly ol solution was held at the experimental temperature during (1  2) days. These fa ts an testify to
a onsiderable role of impurities or very slow relaxation
pro esses in solutions, though the details of su h an inuen e are still un lear.
In [8℄ the data on the integral intensity in water{gly ol
solution was ompleted by the experimental study of
the time orrelation fun tion for the integral intensity
Kq = hI q (t)Iq (0)i, where q is the s attering wave ve tor. Assuming the appli ability of the Ziegert's relation:
Kq (t) = hIq2 (0)i(1 + jgq (t)j2)

between Kq (t) and the auto orrelation fun tion gq(t) =
approximating gq(t) with the help of an exponent:

hE q (t)Eq (0)i of the ele tri eld strength Eq (t) and
gq (t) = gq (0)exp( t=q )

the authors [8℄ have studied the on entration dependen e of the relaxation time q . It had been shown that
at approa hing x = 0:044 q in reases by a fa tor of 10 .
The additional information on the properties of u tuations in the low on entrations region is given by experimental measurements of the heat apa ity Cp and
ompressibility T , arried out in [9{11℄. It was shown
2
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that near xa Cp an be represented as a sum of the regular ontribution and the relatively small peak.
Thus, summarizing the results obtained in the ited
works we should on lude that the in rease of the integral intensity of mole ular light s attering by a fa tor of
10 as well as the respe tive slowing down the relaxation
pro esses testify about (1) noti eable deviations of dilute
water{al ohol solutions from ideality and (2) the similarity with the behaviour of a system near the riti al point
or spinodal. Besides, the lose values of on entrations
(x  0:05) for the additional peak for di erent water{
al ohol solutions point out on the olle tive nature of
the phenomenon. More de nitely, anomalous properties
of these solutions are aused by asso iation ( lusterization) pro esses in them.
To explain these regularities the following approa hes
were developed [11,12℄. Taking into a ount the growth
of u tuations, the authors of [12℄ assumed that the
low on entration water{al ohol solution is lose to so
alled unattainable riti al point (UCP). Within this
pi ture the behaviour of u tuations seems to be explained. However, it is very diÆ ult to motivate so small
magnitudes of on entration in UCP. Besides, the lose
values of xa for water{al ohol solutions with di erent
sizes and on gurations of admixture mole ules remain
to be unsolved puzzle. It is also impossible to understand
why UCP is situated near the equilibrium rystallization
urve and the integral intensity grows when temperature
de reases. Hen e, this explanation raises strong obje tions.
Another interpretation of the anomalous growth of
u tuations in dilute water{al ohol solutions was given
in [11℄. There the main attention was paid to the lose
magnitudes of xa for di erent solutions. A ording to
[11℄, this fa t is onne ted with the hara teristi manifestation of water stru ture. More exa tly, at x  0:05
the water rystal-like stru ture is expe ted to be destroyed [13℄. In other words, the smeared stru tural phase
transition takes pla e. Su h an assumption is onne ted
with the existen e of non-s alar order parameter. Therefore, within this approa h it is very diÆ ult to explain
the anomalous growth of the integral intensity of polarized light s attering. Besides, one an speak about the
stru tural phase transition only if the fra tion volume of
regions with rystal-like ordering is large enough '  0:5.
However, the estimates made in [14℄ show that even near
the melting point ' does not ex eed 0:1 and rapidly diminishes with temperature. Other attempts to explain
the nature of anomalous growth of u tuations in dilute
water{al ohol solutions are not known to us.
In the present paper we develop a new approa h to
the problems being dis ussed. To spe ify some ne details, the measurements of the integral intensity of mole ular light s attering for dilute water{gly erol solutions
were arried out. The boundary of super ooled states in
them was studied. The luster model for the stru ture of
water{al ohol solutions is proposed. Considering lusters
as independent elements of substru ture, we dis uss the
question about the instability of these solutions. The instability of homogeneous solution is identi ed with that
176

having pla e at approa hing the spinodal. Another fa tor
taken into a ount is the destru tion of elementary lusters at rea hing the per olation threshold. The ombination of these fa tors an lead to smeared phase transition
of demixing type. We tried to explain: 1) the anomalous
growth of on entration u tuations and slowing down
the relaxation pro esses; 2) the small values of hara teristi on entrations; 3) the temperature dependen e
of the peak position of integral intensity; 4) the anomalous lowering of the boundary of super ooled states near
the hara teristi on entration xa; 5) the pe uliarities
of heat apa ity. The paper is organized as follows: in the
rst two Se tions we present the results of experimental
investigation of water{gly erol solution and in the next
ve Se tions we formulate the main positions of our approa h and dis uss the possible onsequen es.
II. INTEGRAL INTENSITY OF MOLECULAR
LIGHT SCATTERING IN WATER{GLYCEROL
SOLUTIONS

To redu e the in uen e of the impurities, in parti ular, of the gas bubbles, the solution was held at xed
onditions during 1  2 days. Dire tly at the exposition
temperature the solution was held during not less than
1:5 hours. The measurements of the integral Æintensity
were arried out at the s attering angle  = 90 , the inident beam wave length was  = 632 nm. Temperature
was ontrolled within 0.1 K.
The experimental results are presented in Fig. 1-3.
As we see, the anomalous in rease of the integral intensity takes pla e in the interval of molar on entrations 0:04 < x < 0:06. The integral intensity in reases
monotonously when temperature de reases. Note,
these
experiments were performed at temperatures tÆ  3Æ C.
A further lowering of temperature for large enough uvettes is limited by the equilibrium rystallization urve
T (x)(see Fig. 4). The temperature T , at whi h the
integral intensity rea hes its maximum, in reases systemati ally with molar on entration (see Fig. 2 and 3).
The maximum value of the integral intensity was observed at
the on entration xa = 0:046 and the temperature tÆ = 3Æ C. The last is distant from the equilibrium
rystallization point of water{gly erol solution on
8Æ C (T (0:046) = 5Æ C). Near the rystallization point
the formation of numerous nu lei should take pla e. To
eliminate their in uen e on mole ular light s attering the
measurements of the integral intensities at lower temperatures were not performed.
The on entration dependen e of T is not ompatible with the representations developed in [11,12℄. Indeed,
if the parameters of solution are lose to those for UCP,
the intensity maximum should be observed at the xed
temperature. On the other hand, if the growth of u tuations is onne ted with the destru tion of the water
rystal-like stru ture [12℄, the hara teristi on entration should diminish with temperature. So, the expe ted
and observed tenden ies are opposite.
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Fig. 1. Con entration dependen e of the integral intensity
(arbitrary units) for water{gly erol solution at di erent
temperatures: 4 | 10Æ C; | 3Æ C; 2 | 5Æ C.
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q

Fig. 4. Con entration dependen e of the equilibrium rystallization temperature r (solid line) of water{gly erol solution, taken from [15℄, the boundary of super ooled states
(2) and their di eren e  = r  ().
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III. ANALYSIS OF CRYSLALLIZATION
PROCESS IN THE NARROW CAPILLARIES

To omplete the information about the properties of
u tuations obtained with the help of mole ular light
s attering, we studied the rystallization of dilute water{
al ohol solutions pla ed in narrow apillaries. The rystallization is hara terized by the inverse time needed for
the formation of the rst riti al nu leus whereupon the
rystallization of a system o urs pra ti ally in a moment.
The ltered solution was pulled in the fresh-extended
glass apillaries with the inside diameter D = 0:03 m.
After that the both ends of apillaries were welded. Ea h
apillary ontains about 0.02 m of a solution and for
ea h on entration 200 samples were prepared. Then the
Fig. 2. Temperature dependen e of the integral intensity apillaries were pla ed in liquid playing the role of therq (arbitrary units) at di erent on entrations:
mostat. The samples were held at the exposition temper+ | 0 032; | 0 037; 2 | 0 040;  | 0 050;  | 0 070. ature during one hour. After this the number of samples
with rystallized solution was determined with the help
of polarized light. Further the temperature
of a thermostat had been lowered on 0:1Æ C and the des ribed
pro edure was repeated several times up to the full rystallization of all samples.
A small number of samples whi h rystallized on the
rst step probably due to the impurities, was ex luded
from onsideration. The respe tive histogram was built.
At the de nite temperature T (x) this histogram has a
sharp enough maximum.Namely, T (x) was taken for the
boundary of metastable states of solution at a given onentration. The on entration dependen e of T as well
as the equilibrium rystallization temperature T (x) is
presented in Fig. 4. The di eren e T (x) = T T an
be onsidered as the measure of allowable super ooling.
We see that T and the integral intensity of s attered
light rea h their maximum values at the same on entration xa. So, we have to on lude that the in rease of
Fig. 3. Con entration dependen e of max for wa- u tuations in water{al ohol solution at approa hing the
pseudospinodal suppresses the nu leation pro ess.
ter{gly erol solution.
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IV. THE MAIN ASSUMPTIONS

The main feature of water{al ohol solutions is the ability of mole ules of both omponents to form strong Hbonds. If the H-bond binding energies for di erent pairs
satisfy the inequality [16,17℄:
Jww ; Iaa  ()Jwa

(1)

where `w' and `a' denote the type of mole ule (w | water, a | al ohol), the strongly bonded water{al ohol asso iates ( lusters) form. A water{gly erol solution is typi al example of su h a behaviour. If the on entration of
admixture mole ules is small, the elementary luster inludes only one or two al ohol mole ules and 6  10 water mole ules. The hara teristi size of an elementary
luster is about (5  7)A. The on guration of H-bonds
inside elementary luster di ers from that in bulk water. The life-time of su h lusters is substantially greater
than the hara teristi time of binary ollisions as well
as the life-time for lusters, existing in pure water above
the melting temperature [14℄. So, the elementary luster an be treated as a pseudoparti le. These statements
an be on rmed by the reasons from [18℄, in whi h the
stru ture of water{ele trolyte solutions was studied with
the help of omputer simulations.It had been shown that
the strong Coulombi eld of an ion hanges the water
stru ture only inside (1  2) oordination shells.
The simple luster pi ture of water{al ohol solution
will remain orre t, until the volume fra tion of elementary lusters does not ex eed the value orresponding to
the per olation threshold ' for spheri al parti les [19℄:
p

'  'p  0:2:

(2)

In this ase the behaviour of the solution is similar
to that for low on entration water{mi ellar solution. At
some on entration the last an demixe (see [20℄). However, the demixing in water{al ohol solution does not
o ur sin e the in rease of pseudoparti les on entration
leads to the destru tion of elementary lusters and the
appearan e of mesostru tures of another types.
Thus, we expe t that the behaviour of dilute water{
al ohol solution is determined by the relative disposition of the threshold on entration x (x = ' =(v n)),
where v is the volume of on elementary luster and n is
the number water density) and the spinodal (S) of water{
pseudoparti les solution, so alled pseudospinodal. The
possible types of phase diagrams in the region of low
on entrations are presented in Fig. 5.
The phase diagrams of a-type orrespond to solutions
with the upper pseudo riti al point, and of b-type to
those with the lower one. The type of phase diagram is
de ned by the hara ter of pseudoparti les intera tion in
water.
p

l
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Fig. 5. Possible relative dispositions of the equilibrium
rystallization line (|), the stability boundary ({ {) and the
per olation threshold ( ) for water{al ohol solutions.
p
p

At approa hing the pseudospinodal the u tuations of
pseudoparti les density should noti eably in rease. However, on the pseudospinodal they remain limited. The remoteness from the threshold on entration x in uen es
also the intensity of u tuations. From this point of view
in the water{al ohol solution of a-type the strongest u tuations should take pla e near the interse tion point
of S with the equilibrium rystallization line. In fa t, a
water{gly erol solution demonstrates namely this type
of behaviour.
p

V. ESTIMATE OF x

p

Let  be the volume of an elementary luster. The
per olation threshold takes pla e [19℄ at
l

'p = np  l  0:2;

(3)

where n is the numeri al density of the al ohol
mole ules. From here it follows that the hara teristi
on entration x equals
p

p

xp =

np
 0:2 w ;
nw
l

(4)

where  is the volume per water mole ule. Besides, writing (3) we supposed that the elementary luster in ludes
only one mole ule of al ohol. In a ordan e with our
w
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VI. FLUCTUATIONS OF CONCENTRATION
main assumptions the ratio  = is about 0:1. ThereNEAR THE PSEUDOSPINODAL
fore, x should be approximately equal to (0:02  0:04).
This estimate is rather less than the hara teristi onentration x , at whi h the integral intensity rea hes
To des ribe qualitatively the anomalousgrowth of u its maximum for the most of water{al ohol solutions. tuations
at approa hing the pseudospinodal it is natuThere are two simple possibilities to improve the theo- ral to apply
the Landau{Ginsburg formalism with the
reti al estimate of x . One of them is onne ted with
some diminution of the elementary luster size. Another Hamiltonian [22{24℄:
one seems to be more realisti : an elementary luster

Z
1
1
in ludes two al ohol mole ules. Indeed, assuming that
H = dV a + b (r )
an elementary luster in water{gly erol solution in ludes
2
2
two gly erol mole ules, we get the estimate

(8)
+ 31 a + 14 a + : : : ;
x  (0:04  0:08);
(5)
w

l

p

h

p

2

2

3

3

4

2

2

4

p

whi h is onsistent with values of x , observed in experiments. This possibility an be grounded by the following
arguments. Ea h gly erol mole ule forms 4  6 H-bonds
with the nearest water mole ules. Two gly erol mole ules
an form up to (10  12) H-bonds. Among possible Hbond on gurations reated by them the most stable and
energeti ally pro table are the rings. So, in hexagonal i e
and pure water the rings, in luding 6 H-bonds, are the
main elements of their stru tures [21℄. From this point of
view it is lear that the simplest stable luster, in luding
not less than two H-bond rings, should be formed by two
gly erol mole ules. The role of 6-H-bond rings in the lusterization of pure water, in its normal and super ooled
states, is dis ussed in detail in [14℄.
Until x < x the ontribution of relatively weak interluster intera tion to the osmoti pressure an be evaluated with the help of the van der Waals equation:
h

p

Posm =

kB T
 0

a
;
2

where the order parameter is de ned as a di eren e between the number density n of the elementary lusters
and its value on the pseudospinodal:
l

=n

n l (xs(T )):

l

(9)

The oeÆ ients ak have the stru ture (see [23℄):
(0)
a2 = a(0)
2 + 2a3

0

+ 3a

(0)
4

2
0

9
2
where is the equilibrium order parameter on the pseudospinodal. The initial values of oeÆ ients an be identi ed with the isothermal derivatives of pressure of the
elementary lusters gas:
a(0)
a3 = a(0)
0;
4
3 +

0

(6)

a(0)
k =

 k Posm
; k = 2; 3; 4:
nkl T

where  is the volume per one luster,  = 4 and k
is the Boltzmann onstant. The pseudo riti al tempera- Near the pseudospinodal with satisfa tory a ura y:
ture T and the volume  take the values [23℄:
a = L + L (T Ts (x)) + :::;
(10)
8a
T =
or
27 ;
a = L + L~ (x xs(T )) + :::
(11)
 = 3  12 :
(7)
where L = L (x) 6= 0 be ause the pseudospinodal orIn a ordan e with (7) the on entration of al ohol responds to the smeared phase transition and L~ = L 
i
mole ules x = 2 =  (0:017  0:034) at the pseu- h
do riti al point is lose to xp, that testi es about the dTdxx . These expansions for a have sense only near
self- onsisten y of our approa h.
pseudospinodal points (x ; T ) for whi h x (T )  x . For
x
< ()x the oeÆ ient a has no pe uliarities. The
In the opposite ase, x > x , the inter luster intera tion be omes onsiderable. The elementary lusters de- oeÆ ient a should be di erent from zero, ex epting the
stroy and more omplex lusters (or homogeneous media pseudo riti al point [22℄.
without lear nanostru ture) form. Equation (6) should
For long-range u tuations of the order parameter, debe modernized. Hen e the respe tive \phase transition" termining the hara teristi s of mole ular light s attering
should be smeared. More exa tly, at rossing the pseu- near the pseudospinodal, the inequality qr js  1 for the
dospinodal a system remains stable though u tuations orrelation radius r = [b =a ℄ = and the wave ve tor q
in it an grow onsiderably.
seems to be natural. Therefore, for the integral intensity
0

l

B

2

0

2

2

0

2

2

0

0

l

0

w

s( )

0

2

2

p

2

2

s

p

2
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the polarizability tensor of an elementary luster. Their
on rete values an be estimated within more detailed
models. Note, unlike the attra tive Hamaker potential
k T
ontribution U (r) an be both attra tive and re;
(12) the
Iq  hj qj i =
pulsive [26℄ depending on pe uliarities of the elementary
a
luster stru ture. The ontributions of V (r) and U (r) are
quite
omparable (see [26℄). Hen e the hara ter of the
where q is the Fourier-transform of the order parame- pseudospinodal
ter. Due to L 6= 0 the on entration dependen e of Iq al ohol solutions.an noti eably vary for di erent water{
should be nonsymmetri about the axis x = x (T ). This
Let us onsider the possibility to reprodu e qualitaon lusion agrees with our experimental data.
tively
data within the proposed apTo determine the pseudospinodal hara ter ( on ave proa h.ourWeexperimental
assume
that
x
water{gly erol solutions
or onvex) it is ne essary
to study additionally the is slightly smaller than x =for
P
0
:
046,
orresponding to the
sign of the derivative  jT in the vi inity T = maximum of the integral intensity and
the interse tion
T + ÆT of the pseudo riti al point. The pseudospinodal
point of the pseudospinodal and the equilibrium ryswill
be
a
onvex
urve
with
the
upper
riti
al
point
if
P
tallization urve. In this ase the iso on entration line
 jT ÆT < 0 at ÆT > 0. This inequality is equivawith x = 0:032 is far from the pseudospinodal and the
lent to
temperature
dependen e of the integral intensity Iq has
8 ~a0(T ) < 1; ~a(T ) = a(T ) :
no
hara
teristi
pe uliarities. At x = 0:037 a system is
(13) nearer to the pseudospinodal
and the weak maximum of
27 
k
is observed. At further approa hing the pseudospinodal
If the opposite inequality
(x = 0:040; 0:046) the maximum of Iq be omes higher
and learer. The iso on entration line x = 0:050 interse ts the pseudospinodal at the temperature tS (0:050)
8 a~0(T ) > 1
(14)
and
in reasing the integral intensity is expe ted. How27 
ever, this iso on entration line is removed enough from
the threshold on entration x and elementary lusters
takes pla e, the pseudospinodal is a on ave urve.
are
Therefore, the lear peak in the temperThe oeÆ ient a(T ) and its temperature derivative an aturedestroyed.
dependen
e of Iq is not observed. The dire tion
be evaluated with the help of the standard expression of the on entration
shift of T , at whi h the integral
[23℄:
intensity rea hes its maximum, shows that in water{
gly erol solution the pseudo riti al point is upper one
Z 1
and
the pseudospinodal is the onvex urve. A areful
(V (r) + U (r)) r dr  av + au(T ); (15) quantitative
a(T ) = 2
analysis of all parameters, determining the
r
behaviour of water{gly erol solutions will be performed
separately.
where V (r) is the Hamaker potential [25℄
The integral intensity smoothly in reases when tem


perature
diminishes. This e e t an be interpreted as a
A
2
r
2
r
4
r
result
of
the additional light s attering on the nu lei,
V (r) =
(16)
6 r 4r + r + ln 1 r
whi h density growths at approa hing the equilibrium
rystallization urve.
and U (r) is the ontribution aused by the u tuationmultipole me hanism [26℄. The rst asymptoti terms of
VII. CRYSTALLIZATION OF DILUTE
U (r) at r > 2r have the stru ture
WATER{ALCOHOL SOLUTIONS
U U U
+ : : :;
(17)
U (r) = + +
The addition of gly erol mole ules to water leads to the
r
r
r
de rease of its rystallization temperature. Near x  x ,
as we saw in Se tion III, this e e t be omes espe ially
where
noti eable. Let us onsider this e e t from the thermodynami positions in more detail.
9 hj j i;
U =
(18)
In pure water the equilibrium rystallization tempera
ture T at atmospheri pressure P satis es the equation:
and
 (P ; T ) =  (P ; T );
(20)


15
(19) where  a ; a = w,i are the hemi al potentials of water in
U =
2 3 hj j i + 5 hj j i :
liquid and rystal states (hexagonal i e) orrespondingly.
In (20) and (21) n and n, ( n)  n are the spher- At rystallization al ohol mole ules are rowded out on
i al omponents of the ele tri multipole moments and the i e surfa e. Due to this, equation (20) transforms to
of mole ular light s attering Iq near the pseudospinodal
we an write:
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(w)(Pa ; T0 + ÆT ) + Æ(Pa; T0 + ÆT )

=  (P ; T + ÆT );
(i)

a

(21)

0

ÆT

where Æ is the variation of the hemi al potential of water mole ules in solution. For x  1, from (20) and (21)
it follows that the rystallization temperature shifts on
the value:

T0 [T0hxi + (Pa ; T0)(hxi2 + hÆx2i)℄
+ ::: :
q

=

(22)

The pe uliarity of the heat apa ity lose to that was
Here q is the melting heat, (P; T ) is the standard
onstant of proportionality [22℄ and Æx = x hxi is the observed in [2℄.
deviation of on entration from its average value hxi.
The temperature T (x) = T + ÆT (x), where
VIII. DISCUSSION
T hxi
ÆT (x) =
+ : : :;
q
In the present paper our attention was fo used on the
an be interpreted as the equilibrium rystallization tem- lusterization e e ts in water{al ohol solutions in the low
perature of non- lusterized solution (the Raul's law [22℄). on entration region: x  0:05. We assume that in this
The mean square value of Æx allows the representation: region the elementary lusters, treated as pseudopartiles, arise. Near x the intera tion between them leads
to
the formation of more omplex mole ular groups. The
 
line
separating the states with a di erent hara ter of
r
(23)
Æx = Æx
the
luster stru ture is identi ed with the pseudospinr
odal of solution. The usage of this notion is orre t if
the pseudospinodal is not distan ed from the per olation
where hÆx i and r are the intensity of u tuations and threshold xp. The behaviour of the on entration u tuthe orrelation radius at T = T . At approa hing the ations depends essentially on the relative disposition of
pseudospinodal the ratio (r =r ) grows and stimulates the pseudospinodal and the per olation threshold.
the additional lowering of the equilibrium rystallization
urve.
In fa t, it is ne essary to take into a ount the heterogeneous me hanism of rystallization. In this ase the
elementary lusters impedes the formation of viable nulei. Besides, a onsiderable growth of u tuations near
the pseudospinodal will also destroy the i e nu lei, already formed in a system. Therefore, the e e t des ribed
by formula (23), should be noti eably weakened. The experimental data on the equilibrium rystallization (see
Fig. 4) are in agreement with this on lusion. At the
same time in apillaries the role of the heterogeneous
me hanism diminishes and the e e t (23) is expe ted
to be more lear. The on entration dependen e of the
metastable rystallization temperature T(x) and also of
the di eren e T between it and T (x) on rms this
fa t. From Fig. 4 it follows that T rea hes its maximum at x  x .
At approa hing the pseudospinodal the heat apa ity of a solution in reases also due to the on entration
u tuations. The orresponding ontribution ÆCp(T; x)
is similar to that for the riti al point in the free eld
approximation [22℄:
0

0

0

2
0

0

p

2

2

2

2

0

0

0

0

0

r

p

Cp(T; x) = Ar (T; x);

(24)

Fig. 6. S hemati on entration dependen e of the osmoti
pressure in water{al ohol solution: the dotted line orresponds to the ase of stable elementary lusters.
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The elementary luster in dilute water{gly erol solution, x  x  0:046, in ludes two mole ules of gly erol and 6  10 mole ules of water. Outside it the water stru ture an be onsidered as non-perturbed. The
similar on lusion is on rmed by the omputer simulation of the water stru ture in water{ele trolyte solutions
[18℄. The elementary luster is not a stati omplex. Its
life-time is essentially more in omparison with typi al
time of binary ollisions and the residen e time for water mole ules. The merging of two lusters demands the
suitable reorientation of many water mole ules and is
not energeti ally pro table. Until the elementary lusters an be onsidered as a rare gas the osmoti pressure
in reases with on entration of al ohol mole ules. The
in uen e of inter luster attra tion and repulsion an be
modeled with the help of the van der Waals equation of
state. However, at x  x the elementary lusters destroy. As a result the osmoti pressure at x  x does
not de rease and the derivative Px jT does not tend
p

p
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p
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KLASTERZAC TA ANOMALÕ FLUKTUAC U VODNO ALKOGOL^NIH
ROZQINAH MALOÕ KONCENTRACÕ

V. . Qeqko, T. V. Lokotox, M. P. Malomu, V. G. Zaremba, V. . Go ul~s~ki
Odes~ki na

onal~ni un versitet

vul. Dvorns~ka, 2, Odesa, 65100, UkraÝna

Dosl deno anomal~nu poved nku vodnih rozqin v l erinu v d pazon malih mol~nih kon entra 
spirtu ta temperatur, bliz~kih do temperaturi kristal za Ý rozqinu. Otrimano nov eksperimental~n
dan z kon entra noÝ ta temperaturnoÝ zalenosti nteral~noÝ ntensivnosti rozs vann sv tla. Wob
z'suvati vpliv anomal~nogo zrostann flktua  kon entra Ý na zarodkoutvorenn, postavleno eksperimenti z viznaqenn glibini pereoholodenn T k funk Ý kon entra Ý.
Dl posnenn prirodi anomal~noÝ poved nki rozqin v, a tako z'suvann detale Ý poved nki zaproponovano novu kon ep  m kroneodnor dnoÝ klasternoÝ strukturi sistemi voda{l erin. Pripuwenn
pro sklad ta rozm r klaster v, zroblen na p dstav vimogi Ýh st kosti, p dtverdut~s o nkami, k
viplivat~ z termodinam qnogo rozgldu. Pokazano, wo r ven~ flktua  kon entra Ý pri konkretnih
znaqennh kon entra Ý x ta temperaturi T zaleit~ v d poloenn toqki (x; T ) wodo dvoh harakternih l n  dl rozqinu psedvoqastinok-klaster v | psevdosp nodal ta perkol nogo poroga. T l~ki koli (x; T )
znahodit~s bliz~ko v d oboh l n  odnoqasno, u sistem sposter ga t~s anomal~ne zrostann flktua .
U meah klasternoÝ kartini znadeno k sne posnenn vs h zakonom rnoste, k sposter gat~s na
eksperiment .
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